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فایل اصلی ترجمه شهرستان تربت جام
از سایت باوک مقاله
لیىک ترجمه فارسی ایه مقاله در لیىک زیر
https://bankmaghaleh.com/downloads/Torbat Jam/ 

SITUATION AND
GEOGRAPHICAL SPECIFiCATIONS
Torbat Jam is 81 84Sqm that locates on the east of Khorassan. This city
is restricted with Mashad from the north, Harir Rood River from the
east, Afghanistan and Taybad from the south and Torbat Heidarieh and
Fariman from the west. The height of this area is 92 8km from the sea.
The distance of Torbat Jam from Afghanistan border is 66km.The center
of this city is Tothat Jam and on the basis of the last divisions of the
country has 3 districts named cential, Salehabad, Nasrabad and 10
villages. Ecological condition of Torbat Jam is mountain named
Shahneshin in the north. Shahneshin castle is about 2080m in high and
48km in width that locates between Torbat Jam and Janatabad. This
mountain has a closed frost and the fullest river in this area.
ARCHITECTURAL COMPLEX OF SHEIKH AHMAD JAM’S
TOMB
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This architectuml complex is around of a big yard. The most important
of architectural space has been built near to Sheikh’s tomb that includes
domed house, porch, Kermani mosque, green and white dome, Atigh
mosque and water reservoir.

GONBAD KHANEH
(DOMED HOUSE)
By virtue of historical texts, Gonbad Khaneh was founded by Sanjar
Saijooghi King’s descendants in 623 Hejria. The inside of Gonbad
Khaneh is decorated by beautiful drawing on the plaster and it has been
repaired in 763,771 Hejria. This architecture is similar to design of Saiar
Saijooghi King’s tomb. Its dome has been made by three corners and
four octagon arches.

AMIR JALALLODDIN
FIROOZ SHAH SCHOOL
This building is near to Jam tomb. It locates on northwestern and link to
it on southeastern side. It has four porches that there is a red dome top of
it. Also, there are a domed house on four arches with dimension of 10.5
xl 0.5 with four royal seats and two arches and an altar on the east and
west side of it. One of the important architectural elements is ceiling
cover that used three corners and it is near to domed house with
dimension of 7x3.5 and includes an octagon altat Some people believe
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that green dome is a tomb that has been found on the cellar .Sheikh
Ahmad’s tomb is as a platform with 5.20 in length and 2m in width
there.
SHEIKH ABOOZAB BOUZJANI’S TOMB
Jam Caravanserai locates on the south side of Kosari St. in Torbat Jam.
It is four porches. Currently, the entrance of it is opened to the north.
The entrance of the Caravanserai is lead to a porch and the north and
south porches are lead to a large r space that they changed to arch
originate by brick basics and used for stable. Also, inside of the building
includes porches that lead to the chambers. Outside of this building have
three towers as a half cylindrical. One of the most important places is
royal seat that locates upper of the west porch. This building has
belonged to Teymoori period

TOR BAT JAM MUSIC AND DANCE
Torbat Jam is one the most important places that music is very popular
for its inhabitants. Torbat Jam Music has had 300 position and rank last
ago but there have remained up to 50 ranks such as Allah maclad (God
help me),Navayi and Kabk Zari now. This music uses tambourine and
tar. One the traditional dance is Rain (Baran) in Torbat Jam.

SAMANGAN CARAVANSERAI
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Samangan Carvanserai is a roofed area that locates between Samangan
village and Torbat Jam. Its map is recatangle with 48.60m in length and
38.70 in width. The enteance of this building is at the north. There are
foure cylindrical towers on the corners that they are supporting the
walls. The octagon porch has a high dome. According to the room
formation, it seems this building belongs to at the eng of Teymoori
period and beginning of Safavi period.

